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DIRECTORY OF SPEAKERS 
1970 FALL SYMPOSIUM- Ringwood, New Jersey 
Helen Camp, "Pemaquid Lost and Found" 
Jack Chard, "Historic lronmaking" 
Vincent P. Foley, "Continuing Archaeology of 18th Century Bethlehem 
Dick Ping Hsu, "The Joys of Urban Archaeology" 
James Hurley, "Weeksville: A Community Dig" 
Frank J. Kravic, "Artifacts from Colonial Crown Point" 
Donald McTernan, "Tools of qisappearing Trades and Crafts" 
EdwardS. Rutsch, "Beverwyck Manor and New Jersey Highway Salvage Archaeology" 
Mead Stapler, "Evidence of Pre-Columbian Europeans in New England" 
Robert E. Stone, "Megalithic Mystery Hill" 
lain C. Walker, "The Manufacture of Clay Tobacco-Pipes" 
